AGENDA ITEM:

7

CASE NUMBER:

SUP 19-15

L.U.C.B. MEETING: May 9, 2019

LOCATION:

6050 Quince Road

COUNCIL DISTRICT:

District 2 and Super District 9 – Positions 1, 2, and 3

OWNER/APPLICANT:

Balmoral Shopping Center LLC / New Development LLC

REPRESENTATIVE:

The Bray Firm – David Bray

REQUEST:

To allow a convenience store with gas pumps

AREA:

+/-0.64 acres

EXISTING ZONING:

Balmoral Estates Shopping Center Plan (Z-1879) and CMU-2

CONCLUSIONS
1. The applicant is seeking to allow a convenience store with gas pumps at a non-intersection location.
2. The Memphis and Shelby County Unified Development Code (UDC) contains use standards for convenience
stores with gas pumps and these standards state that any convenience store with gas pumps…constructed…or
reactivated…not located at the intersection of two arterials, an arterial and a collector or two collectors…shall
require the issuance of a Special Use Permit. In essence this is to not only discourage convenience stores with
gas pumps to be located at non-major intersections, but certainly to discourage them from being located within
the middle of a block and given the approval criteria for a special use permit (Section 9.6.9 of the UDC) it is clear
that this request is unable to meet said criteria, including but not limited to, the adverse impacts and incompatible
nature of this development with the neighborhood, adjacent property, and other matters affecting public health,
safety, and general welfare.
3. The subject property is not immediately adjacent to a residentially zoned district; however, it is only separated
by a +/-40-foot drainage channel that does not provide any screening from a neighboring multi-family apartment
complex. For this reason and also to remain in conformance with the Balmoral Estates Shopping Center General
Plan, a Class III buffer or equivalent alternative being required along the western property line of the site has
been added as a condition in the event this request happened to be approved.
4. This project will have a substantial or undue adverse effect upon adjacent property, the character of the
neighborhood, traffic conditions, parking, utility facilities and other matters affecting the public health, safety,
and general welfare.
5. See pages 19-20 of this report for the submitted community impact statement.

CONSISTENCY WITH MEMPHIS 3.0
This proposal is inconsistent with the Memphis 3.0 General Plan per the land use consistency decision criteria that
considers the future land use planning map, land use category descriptions and graphic portrayals, degree of change
map and descriptions, goals, policies, etc. See further analysis on pages 15-16 of this report.

RECOMMENDATION:

Rejection
Staff Writer: Jeffrey Penzes

E-mail: jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Street Frontage:

Quince Road

+/-174.74 curvilinear feet

Zoning Atlas Page:

2245

Parcel ID:

081004 00053

Existing Zoning:

Balmoral Estates Shopping Center Plan (Z-1879) and CMU-2

NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING
The meeting was held at 6:00 PM on Monday, April 29, 2019, at the Emmanuel United Methodist Church, 2404
Kirby Road.
PUBLIC NOTICE
In accordance with Sub-Section 9.3.4A of the Unified Development Code, a notice of public hearing is required
to be mailed and signs posted. A total of 159 notices were mailed on April 23, 2019, and posted notice at the
subject property. The sign affidavit has been added to this report.
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LOCATION MAP

SUBJECT PROPERTY

Subject property located within the pink circle, Balmoral neighborhood
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VICINITY MAP

Site highlighted in yellow
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AERIAL

Subject property outlined in yellow, imagery from March 14, 2018
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ZONING MAP

Subject property outlined in yellow and indicated by an electric blue star
Existing Zoning:

Balmoral Estates Shopping Center Plan (Z-1879) and CMU-2

Surrounding Zoning
North:

Balmoral Estates Shopping Center Plan (Z-1879) and CMU-2

East:

Balmoral Estates Shopping Center Plan (Z-1879) and CMU-2

South:

RU-2 and Residential Corridor Overlay

West:

RU-2 and Residential Corridor Overlay
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LAND USE MAP

Subject property indicated by an electric blue star
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BALMORAL ESTATES SHOPPING CENTER – FINAL PLAN PHASE 1 (1969)
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BALMORAL ESTATES SHOPPING CENTER – GENERAL PLAN (2018)

Subject property highlighted in yellow
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SITE PLAN
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SITE PLAN (ZOOMED)
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SITE PHOTOS

View of subject property from Quince Road looking northwest

View of subject property from Quince Road looking northeast
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View across Quince Road from subject property looking south

View down Quince Road from subject property looking west

View down Quince Road from subject property looking east
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Request
The application and letter of intent have been added to this report.
The request is to allow a convenience store with gas pumps.
Approval Criteria
Staff disagrees the approval criteria in regard special use permits as set out in the Unified Development Code
Section 9.6.9 are met.
9.6.9A

9.6.9B

9.6.9C

9.6.9D
9.6.9E
9.6.9F
9.6.9G

9.6.9H

The project will not have a substantial or undue adverse effect upon adjacent property, the
character of the neighborhood, traffic conditions, parking, utility facilities and other matters
affecting the public health, safety, and general welfare.
The project will be constructed, arranged and operated so as to be compatible with the immediate
vicinity and not interfere with the development and use of adjacent property in accordance with
the applicable district regulations.
The project will be served adequately by essential public facilities and services such as streets,
parking, drainage, refuse disposal, fire protection and emergency services, water and sewers; or
that the applicant will provide adequately for such services.
The project will not result in the destruction, loss or damage of any feature determined by the
governing bodies to be of significant natural, scenic or historic importance.
The project complies with all additional standards imposed on it by any particular provisions
authorizing such use.
The request will not adversely affect any plans to be considered (see Chapter 1.9), or violate the
character of existing standards for development of the adjacent properties.
The governing bodies may impose conditions to minimize adverse effects on the neighborhood
or on public facilities, and to insure compatibility of the proposed development with surrounding
properties, uses, and the purpose and intent of this development code.
Any decision to deny a special use permit request to place, construct, or modify personal wireless
service facilities shall be in writing and supported by substantial evidence contained in a written
record, per the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 47 USC 332(c)(7)(B)(iii). The review body may
not take into account any environmental or health concerns.

Site Description
The subject property is a +/-0.64 acres and compromised of a single parcel (081004 00053), located at 6050
Quince Road in the Balmoral neighborhood, and zoned Balmoral Estates Shopping Center Plan (Z-1879) and
CMU-2. Per the Assessor’s Office, the principal structure on the site was originally built circa 1970 and currently
is a one-story structure with a ground floor area of 2,044 square feet and the surrounding land uses are a mixture
of office, commercial, institutional, multifamily and single-family.
Consistency with Memphis 3.0
This proposal is inconsistent with the Memphis 3.0 General Plan per the land use consistency decision criteria
that considers the future land use planning map, land use category descriptions and graphic portrayals, degree of
change map and descriptions, goals, policies, etc. The site is designated as a future land use of Neighborhood
Main Street and degree of change of nurture. The pertinent graphics and descriptions characterize that buildings
should be pulled up to the street to promote walkability and this development proposes that the principle structure
remain setback approximately 100 feet from Quince Road. Moreover, a convenience store with gas sales in this
location is not considered to be a nurturing development that would protect, support, or stabilize this anchor
neighborhood or community. Lastly, the graphic below is from the Memphis 3.0 general plan and it shows the
15
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anchor this proposed development is situated within (subject site indicated by an electric blue star) and granting
a zoning entitlement for a convenience store with gas sales with a principal structure setback approximately 100
feet from the street in the middle of the block is not complementary or compatible with the vision of this anchor.
Memphis 3.0 Quince and Ridgeway Anchor Image

Conclusions
The applicant is seeking to allow a convenience store with gas pumps at a non-intersection location.
The Memphis and Shelby County Unified Development Code (UDC) contains use standards for convenience
stores with gas pumps and these standards state that any convenience store with gas pumps…constructed…or
reactivated…not located at the intersection of two arterials, an arterial and a collector or two collectors…shall
require the issuance of a Special Use Permit. In essence this is to not only discourage convenience stores with
gas pumps to be located at non-major intersections, but certainly to discourage them from being located within
the middle of a block and given the approval criteria for a special use permit (Section 9.6.9 of the UDC) it is clear
that this request is unable to meet said criteria, including but not limited to, the adverse impacts and incompatible
nature of this development with the neighborhood, adjacent property, and other matters affecting public health,
safety, and general welfare.
The subject property is not immediately adjacent to a residentially zoned district; however, it is only separated by
a +/-40-foot drainage channel that does not provide any screening from a neighboring multi-family apartment
complex. For this reason and also to remain in conformance with the Balmoral Estates Shopping Center General
Plan, a Class III buffer or equivalent alternative being required along the western property line of the site has been
added as a condition in the event this request happened to be approved.
This project will have a substantial or undue adverse effect upon adjacent property, the character of the
neighborhood, traffic conditions, parking, utility facilities and other matters affecting the public health, safety,
16
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and general welfare.
See pages 19-20 of this report for the submitted community impact statement.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends rejection; however, if approved, staff recommends the following conditions:
Conditions
1. Any change or deviation from the site plan upon the determination of the Planning Director shall be
submitted to the Land Use Control Board for review and approval or administrative review and approval by
the Office of Planning and Development.
2. Hours of operation on this site shall be limited to the hours of 6:00 AM to 10:00 PM.
3. The convenience store with gas pumps is required to maintain nationally/internationally recognized store
brand continuously throughout its operation. Examples of these include, but are not limited to, British
Petroleum (BP), Exxon, Shell, etc. The initial brand shall be stated prior to the Council of the City of
Memphis approval and be subsequently filled-in the space provided here
___________________________________. Any change to the branding of this use shall require the
approval of a special use permit major modification.
4. New Development LLC is hereby known as the owner and operator of the convenience store with gas
pumps. Any change in ownership or operator to this use shall require the approval of a special use permit
major modification.
5. Surveillance security cameras that record footage must be maintained in good working order and must be
located in the store, at the fuel pumps, and around the exterior of the building.
6. A landscape plan shall be submitted for administrative review and approval by the Office of Planning and
Development.
a. The landscape plan must incorporate a Class III buffer or equivalent alternative, along the western
property line.
b. The landscape plan must incorporate an S-10 Streetscape plate or equivalent alternative along the
southern property line.
7. All lighting fixtures must be concealed or shielded to prevent glare and off-site impacts on abutting
properties, most significantly in regard to the residential property to the west and south across Quince Road.
Furthermore, all outdoor site lighting shall be treated as new lighting and must be retrofitted, upgraded, or
replaced to come into full compliance with Chapter 4.7 of the Unified Development Code. A lighting plan
detailing the location, height, style, direction, etc. of all outdoor lighting and a photometric plan must be
submitted for administrative review and approval by the Office of Planning and Development.
8. All existing sidewalks and curb openings along the frontage of this site shall be inspected for ADA
compliance. The developer shall be responsible for any reconstruction or repair necessary to meet City
standards.
9. The developer’s engineer shall submit a Trip Generation Report that documents the proposed land use,
17
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scope and anticipated traffic demand associated with the proposed development. A detailed Traffic Impact
Study will be required when the accepted Trip Generation Report indicates that the number for projected
trips meets or exceeds the criteria listed in Section 210-Traffic Impact Policy for Land Development of the
City of Memphis Division of Engineering Design and Policy Review Manual. Any required Traffic Impact
Study will need to be formally approved by the City of Memphis, Traffic Engineering Department.
10. All refuse containers shall be completely screened from view from all adjacent properties and all public
right-of-way.
11. One on-premise detached sign is permitted, however, it must be a monument style sign with a maximum
height of 12 feet and it must be architecturally compatible with the design of the principal structure and it
must be constructed with the same high-quality exterior finishes.
12. Final elevations with exterior finishes of high-quality must be submitted for administrative review and
approval by the Office of Planning and Development for the principal structure, fuel canopy, on-premise
detached signage, and all other accessory structures as deemed appropriate. Examples of high-quality
materials include, but are not limited to, brick and stone masonry.
13. The City Engineer shall approve the design, number and location of curb cuts.
14. Any existing nonconforming curb cuts shall be modified to meet current City/County Standards or closed
with curb, gutter and sidewalk.
15. A grading and drainage plan for the site shall be submitted to the City Engineer for review and approval.
16. A final site plan, landscaping plan, lighting plan, photometric plan, elevations, grading and drainage plan in
conformance with the conditions above must be submitted for administrative review and approval by the
Office of Planning and Development and subsequently City Engineering via the Memo of Conformance
process prior to any building permit being issued. The developer must provide City Engineering with any
additional drawings or documents required to complete their review during the Memo of Conformance
process.
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COMMUNITY IMPACT STATEMENT
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DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS
The following comments were provided by agencies to which this application was referred:
City/County Engineer:
Sewers:
1. City sanitary sewers are available at developer's expense.
Roads:
2. The Developer shall be responsible for the repair and/or replacement of all existing curb and gutter along
the frontage of this site as necessary.
3. All existing sidewalks and curb openings along the frontage of this site shall be inspected for ADA
compliance. The developer shall be responsible for any reconstruction or repair necessary to meet City
standards,
Traffic Control Provisions:
4. The developer shall provide a traffic control plan to the city engineer that shows the phasing for each street
frontage during demolition and construction of curb gutter and sidewalk. Upon completion of sidewalk and
curb and gutter improvements, a minimum 5-foot-wide pedestrian pathway shall be provided throughout the
remainder of the project. In the event that the existing right of way width does not allow for a 5-foot clear
pedestrian path, an exception may be considered.
5. Any closure of the right of way shall be time limited to the active demolition and construction of sidewalks
and curb and gutter. Continuous unwarranted closure of the right of way shall not be allowed for the
duration of the project. The developer shall provide on the traffic control plan, the time needed per phase to
complete that portion of the work. Time limits will begin on the day of closure and will be monitored by the
Engineering construction inspectors on the job.
6. The developer’s engineer shall submit a Trip Generation Report that documents the proposed land use,
scope and anticipated traffic demand associated with the proposed development. A detailed Traffic Impact
Study will be required when the accepted Trip Generation Report indicates that the number for projected
trips meets or exceeds the criteria listed in Section 210-Traffic Impact Policy for Land Development of the
City of Memphis Division of Engineering Design and Policy Review Manual. Any required Traffic Impact
Study will need to be formally approved by the City of Memphis, Traffic Engineering Department.
Private Drives:
7. All private drives/rear service drives shall be constructed to meet pavement requirements of the Unified
Development Code and applicable City Standards.
8. Easements for sanitary sewers, drainage and other required services as indicated on the final recorded plat
may be located and utilized within private drives. The City shall not be responsible for street repairs within
the private drives, even though the pavement and base may have to be removed to work on sewers or
drainage. The responsibility of repairing the private drives shall be that of the owners and/or Property
Owners' Association.
Curb Cuts/Access:
9. The City/County Engineer shall approve the design, number and location of curb cuts.
10. Any existing nonconforming curb cuts shall be modified to meet current City/County Standards or closed
21
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with curb, gutter and sidewalk.
Drainage:
11. A grading and drainage plan for the site shall be submitted to the City Engineer for review and approval
prior to recording of the final plat.
Site Plan Notes:
12. Provide internal circulation between adjacent phases, lots, and sections. Common ingress/egress easements
shall be shown on the final plats. Establish an ingress/egress to the east property to allow for entry of tanker
trucks
13. Show location of underground fuel storage tanks and demonstrate that tanker trucks have sufficient
maneuvering room to enter and leave the site.
14. Provide a continuous, one-way, on-site traffic pattern or a paved, circular turn-around that will provide for
exit by forward motion without any on-site backing of vehicles.
General Notes:
15. The width of all existing off-street sewer easements shall be widened to meet current city standards.
16. No other utilities or services may occupy sanitary sewer easements in private drives and yards except for
crossings.
17. All connections to the sewer shall be at manholes only.
18. Required landscaping shall not be placed on sewer or drainage easements.
City/County Fire Division:
MFD has no comments regarding SUP 19-15.
City Real Estate:
City/County Health Department:
Shelby County Schools:
Construction Code Enforcement:
Memphis Light, Gas and Water:
Office of Resilience:

No comments received.
No comments received.
No comments received.
No comments received.
No comments received.
No comments received.
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APPLICATION
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LETTER OF INTENT
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SIGN AFFIDAVIT
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LETTERS RECEIVED
Two letters of concern and four letters of opposition were received at the time of completion of this report and
have subsequently been attached.
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Jeffrey Penzes, Memphis and Shelby County Office of Planning and Development (OPD)
FROM: Jean McInerney
DATE:  May 1, 2019
RE: Proposed Convenience Store at 6050 Quince Road (LUCB SUP 19-15)
I am writing to offer public comment regarding the above Application seeking approval of a Special Use
Permit (SUP) presently before the Memphis and Shelby County Land Use Control Board (LUCB) to allow
the sale of gasoline at 6050 Quince Road.
Briefly, in the interest of public safety and to attempt to minimize adverse effects on the surrounding
neighborhoods, I urge you to recommend, and the LUCB to apply, conditions to any permit allowing the
sale of gasoline at this location. After some analysis, my recommended conditions are identified in a later
section (see Minimizing Adverse Effects on Neighborhoods on pages 5-6). I am available to discuss any
of these observations and recommendations with you.

Context
As a premise, it is my understanding from you (and agents for the Purchaser and Seller) that a
convenience store with beer sales may operate at 6050 Quince Road, under its existing Commercial
Mixed Use - 2 (CMU-2) zoning. Additionally, as I understand the process from David Bray, P.E., the local
beer board must also issue a permit to the store operator to sell beer at the premises.
Another convenience store selling beer previously operated less than 0.2 mile from subject location,
under different ownership and management. The previous convenience store became a nuisance
primarily due to loitering, and messy and unclean premises. I believe the former convenience store closed
less than four years ago, around the time the underlying ground was sold on 11/04/2015, to develop the
CVS located at 6116 Quince Road. In my opinion, this recent history at a nearby location demonstrates
the negative effects that can easily occur at a convenience store, if store operations or the property are
inconsistently or poorly managed.
The subject location, 6050 Quince Road, is a defunct service station and auto repair shop. The building
has been vacant since approximately 11/01/2017. Exposure to the market for sale by Cannon, Austin &
Cannon (CAC) began shortly thereafter.
According to Mr. Fasil Kebede, principal of Beruk Construction, Inc. (the contractor that has been
announced will perform remediation and construction, if this Application is approved), the
Purchaser/Applicant has not yet obtained a Phase 1 or Phase 2 Environmental Site Assessment (ESA).
The proposed location is roughly in the center of the following four residential neighborhoods: Balmoral,
Keswick-Sulgrave, Kirby Woods, and Yorkshire. Balmoral and Kirby Woods are adjacent to the larger
Balmoral Shopping Center (BSC), of which 6050 Quince Road is one component. Yorkshire and
Keswick-Sulgrave are north of Quince to the west and east, respectively.
Subject property is within 1.5 miles or less from the schools, churches, and recreational centers listed
below.
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Balmoral Ridgeway Elementary School (K Grade 5)
5905 Grosvenor Avenue
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 416-2128
Published school hours: 8:15AM - 3:15PM
Hutchison School (age 2 - Grade 12)
1740 Ridgeway Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 761-2220
School hours are staggered for divisions. On
average 8:00AM - 3:30PM
Memphis University School (Grades 7-12)
6191 Park Avenue (with entrance at 1350
Ridgeway Road)
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 260-1300
School hours M - Tu - Th - F: 8:10am - 3:15PM
School hours W: 8:10AM - 2:15PM
Ridgeway High School (Grades 9-12)
2009 Ridgeway Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 416-8820
Published school hours: 7:15AM to 2:15PM

Emmanuel Methodist Church
2404 Kirby Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 754-6548
Quince Church of Christ
6384 Quince Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 761-2377
Ridgeway Baptist Church
2500 Ridgeway Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 761-1110
Lichterman Nature Center
5992 Quince Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 636-2211
Ric Nuber YMCA
5885 Quince Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 682-8025

Ridgeway Middle School (Grades 6-8)
6333 Quince Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 416-1588
Published school hours: 8:00AM - 3:15PM
Westminster Academy (JK - Grade 12)
2520 Ridgeway Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 380-9192
JK and K school hours: 8:00AM to 12:00PM
Grades 1 - 12 school hours: 8:00AM to 3:00PM
Balmoral Presbyterian Church
6413 Quince Road
Memphis, TN 38119
(901) 767-7510
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The proposed location is 0.9 miles east of a nearby competitor in the Yorkshire Square Shopping Center
(Exxon convenience store located at 5665 Quince Road) just south of the Yorkshire Neighborhood where
I live. Subject property is 1.4 miles from my residence.
Brief Property History
The existing building at 6050 Quince Road was constructed in the mid-1970s and operated initially by
local businessman Ron Archer as a Phillips 66 gas station. Subsequently, local businessman Jerry
Brasfield operated an auto repair shop at the site.
Since Mr. Brasfield retired and closed the Automotive Center, it’s my understanding from CAC that
approximately fifteen convenience store operators have expressed interest in this property.
According to CAC, two adjoining parcels are also being marketed for sale locally, regionally, and
nationally.
Public Safety Concerns
My public safety concerns arise from the circumstances and conditions listed below.
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Convenience stores are frequently crime targets (including but not limited to burglary, shoplifting,
thefts from motor vehicles, and motor vehicle thefts)
Heavy foot traffic to be expected from nearby schools and apartments (subject location would be
closest store for many apartment-dwellers on Quince, Ridgeway, and Lynnfield)
Existing road traffic safety conditions along Ridgeway Road, including but not limited to traffic
congestion, unsafe driving, and at the intersection with Quince Road (about 0.2 mile from the
subject), motor vehicle accidents
Proximity to nearby schools (see list above) which already contributes to current crowd and
loitering conditions at the BSC and nearby CVS
Existing crimes reported at nearby schools
Unsatisfactory history of former convenience store (different owner/operator) at nearby location
Adjoining ditch because we know from experience that criminals use ditches to traverse
neighborhoods without detection
Likely road traffic safety conditions near subject’s driveways due to proximity of merging traffic
from/to Ceylon Court, Bangalore Court, and McQueen Drive connections to Quince Road

Prior Zoning Application and the Aftermath
Neighborhood concerns and shared actions targeted to achieve situational improvements have preceded
this particular Application which some may view as somewhat mundane.
As you know, the property owner/seller, Balmoral Shopping Center, LLC (BSC, LLCC), through its
representative Linda Solomito Basar, submitted Application BOA 17-81 for Use Variances and Other
Modifications on 09/26/2017. Many residents (including me) signed petitions and/or sent emails to the
OPD to object to Application BOA 17-81. At the 11/15/2017, Board of Adjustment (BOA) public hearing,
BSC, LLC ultimately withdrew the entire Application BOA 17-81 before the BOA took action.
Understandably, communication between the property owner’s agents and nearby residential
neighborhoods has been generally awkward, at best, since that time. However, I have observed leaders
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from the four neighborhoods named above working together to try to address some issues we saw as
detrimental and which CAC identified as challenges to the BSC.
To date, we have sought to relieve nearby traffic congestion and crowd control deficiencies. After we each
contacted one or more schools listed above, and reached out to some of our neighborhood residents, on
11/30/2017, we submitted a joint memorandum request to City Traffic Engineer Randall Tatum asking that
he analyze “four existing traffic light locations and to make adjustments you deem appropriate to improve
traffic flow and road traffic safety for motorists, pedestrians and cyclists.” The nearest intersection on that
list is Ridgeway Road and Quince Road, approximately 0.2 miles east of the subject. To my knowledge,
Mr. Tatum’s study is still underway and hopefully nearing completion.
Also, I’m advised several neighborhood leaders contacted the Shelby County District Attorney’s Office
and/or the Memphis Police Department Mount Moriah Station about traffic matters, crowd control, and/or
loitering in this area. For the record, I contacted both.
Challenges and Opportunities Redeveloping Subject Property
Relying upon my distressed asset management experience, I perceive at least six challenges to
redevelop subject property.
1. Sometimes, developers are extremely reluctant to buy property that was once used as a gas
station
2. As a stand-alone proposition, this parcel appears to have a limited range of redevelopment
opportunities due to its prior use history, and lot size (0.6420 acre)
3. Surrounding existing property uses
4. Current patterns and ineffective traffic and crowd controls at, and in the vicinity of, the subject
5. Strained communications between the property owner’s agents and some stakeholders
6. If a convenience store operates at subject location, strong branding and operational and property
management are essential to address known problems that are already adversely affecting the
property and the surrounding neighborhoods.
Bluntly, I am unpersuaded by the Applicant/Purchaser’s “analysis” justifying site selection to operate a
new convenience store at 6050 Quince Road. However, I freely admit I do not patronize convenience
stores in Shelby County, TN and see no pressing need to increase the number of convenience stores or
retail gasoline outlets in our City.
Nevertheless, a willing Purchaser is acknowledging the cleanliness, traffic, loitering, and other safety
challenges of concern to me and others. This Applicant/Purchaser seems capable and committed to
proceed with redevelopment. Rather than let this defunct service station/auto repair shop lay dormant,
this proposal at least returns the property to a productive use.
As you previously confirmed to me, a convenience store is already permitted by Section 2.5.2 of the
Unified Development Code (UDC). If gasoline sales are allowed, and store branding is required, I see that
as a benefit because the store will be obligated to follow franchisor operating standards for matters such
as cleanliness, employee screening, hiring, training, cash controls, and crime prevention/loss mitigation.
Theoretically, if/when the Applicant/Purchaser obtains a Phase 1 or Phase 2 ESA, and continues with the
purchase, remediating any contaminated land could be a first step in creating stronger neighborhoods.
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Instead of a vacant special-purpose building continuing to blight the community, this Application proposes
to remodel and improve the existing building for an ongoing locally-owned concern.
Viewing a few of the locations operated by the Purchaser/Applicant (specifically, 5211 Poplar Avenue,
Memphis 38119 and 2015 S. Houston Levee Road Collierville 38017), the premises appear clean, neat,
and well-run. Applicant/Purchaser’s agent Mr Barry Maynard, Loeb Realty Group, characterizes Mr. Shah,
as the “second largest independent convenience store owner/operator in this real estate market."
Assuming that statement is accurate and success is based upon strong operational performance, Mr.
Shah’s leadership and positive operational management experience could be a distinct positive impetus
to respond to (and hopefully overcome) existing controllable conditions adversely impacting the property
and surrounding residential neighborhoods.
Adverse Effects on Neighborhoods
From meetings, conversations, and email threads, I find it interesting that it appears the Owner/Seller,
Applicant/Purchaser, and some resident leaders in stakeholder neighborhoods individually recognize and
agree some conditions adversely affect subject property, the BSC, and surrounding neighborhoods.
In my opinion, this category includes (at least):
● Thefts from businesses
● Increased volume of vehicles and people on site arising from school traffic
● Noise and disruptive behavior inside businesses
● Number and intimidating demeanor of loiterers around entrances and inside BSC merchants and
CVS
● Unclean premises
● Unbranded convenience / gasoline store
From two meetings with Applicant/Purchaser’s agents and multiple group email threads, it also appears to
me that the Applicant/Purchaser and some resident leaders individually agree the items listed below are
detrimental to these neighborhoods for a convenience store operating at the subject location.
● Operations extending beyond the hours of 6AM to 10PM
● Sale of single 40-oz beer
● Sale of single cigarettes or cigarette wrappers
● Bright lights pointed in direction of residential property
● Trucks driving over Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) to get to dumpsters for trash collection
● Armed employees
● Weak ID procedures if selling beer
● Water table infiltration by petroleum products
Minimizing Adverse Effects on Neighborhoods
In meetings (or email) with residents, Applicant/Purchaser’s stated agreements include doing the
following:
● Operating a branded store (either BP or Exxon) between the hours of 6AM to 10PM
● Installing interior and exterior private surveillance cameras for security
● Providing security personnel during weekday afternoon rush hours and possibly evenings (times
to be determined / to my knowledge, no comment on morning rush hours / present owner/seller
employs a private security service for the BSC)
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DATE: May 1, 2019
RE: Proposed Convenience Store 6050 Quince Road (SUP 19-15)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Participating in the Shelby County District Attorney’s Anti-Trespassing Program (existing
owner/seller already does so)
Refraining from selling single 40-oz beer
Refraining from selling single cigarettes or cigarette wrappers
Directing bright lights away from residential property and dim at closing
Providing dumpster placement so that trucks will not drive over USTs for trash collection
Refraining from arming store employees
Implementing strong ID procedures if selling beer
Monitoring monthly to detect possible water table infiltration by petroleum products

I hope (and expect) all of the above measures (and more) will be implemented if this Application is
approved. Several of these agreements cut to the core of the proposed convenience store with gasoline
sales either exacerbating or working to minimize adverse effects on neighborhoods.
Accordingly, I respectfully and strongly recommend the conditions listed below be imposed on any permit
approved to sell gasoline at subject location. As much as possible, I also strongly suggest these
provisions be incorporated as covenants in the deed to run with the land. In the event of a change in
brand or owner/operator, the dynamics of the entire situation could be materially altered and negative
impacts multiplied. If a change in branding or owner/operator is sought, I believe a new SUP with
opportunity for public comment would be crucial to ascertain and assess the community impact.
Recommended Conditions for SUP Approval:
1. Approval is subject to the specific national/international store branding selected (i.e., BP or
Exxon) and the Applicant being the owner/operator.
2. Require new SUP for any change in store branding, owner, or operator.
3. Limit hours of retail store/gasoline operation to 6AM to 10PM
4. Require additional store employees and/or security personnel from a recognized professional
security service during weekday rush hours tied to peak traffic from nearby schools
5. Require surveillance security cameras in good working order be maintained inside the store, at
the pumps, and around the exterior
Since these conditions are tailored to mitigate mutually-acknowledged actual or potential adverse effects
on nearby neighborhoods, and Applicant/Purchaser has indicated intent to comply with 1., 3., 4., and 5., I
hope this analysis persuades you and the LUCB as to the reasonableness of the recommended
conditions.
In my opinion, binding future owners to the original intent of the parties is important because these items
are essential to operations and long-term mitigation of known adverse effects on the neighborhoods.
cc: David Bray, Barry Maynard
Eddie Settles, Sharon Gunlock, Missy Rainer
Dan Rutkowski
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

MELISSA GARNER
Penzes, Jeffrey
Balmoral Shopping Center Special Use Permit
Friday, April 19, 2019 11:24:24 AM
Screen Shot 2019-04-19 at 11.23.38 AM.png

Hi Jeffrey,

Regarding this special use permit, I would prefer this be allowed for a "Branded Franchise"
only such as Exxon, Amoco, BP...

An unbranded convenience store/gas station invites an inconsistent look to the
neighborhood and tends to be unkempt in appearance.

A good example are the several unbranded stores along Perkins just south of I240. They
look very trashy and bring the value of real estate down. (see attached photo)

I suggest the permit allow only a "Branded Franchise" use.

Kind regards,
Melissa

2810 S Perkins Rd
Memphis, Tennessee

� Google

©· - -Street View - May 2018

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charlotte Hoppers
Penzes, Jeffrey
Proposed new Gas Station/ Convenience on Quince in the Balmoral Area
Tuesday, April 23, 2019 6:26:27 PM

Dear Mr. Penzes,
     I am a home owner in the Balmoral Subdivision. I have lived here for 18 years. I really cannot
think of many things that our neighborhood needs less than a gas station/convenience store. There
is already one at Quince and Yorkshire. It is never so busy that you can’t be waited on. In fact, I
have never seen it really busy. There are also other gas stations nearby and anything that you could
get at a convenience store can be purchased at the CVS on the corner. Why not just a service
station like Brasfield’s was? It seems that along with the kind of business that is being proposed
comes more problems than benefits. What would have been wrong with a higher grade grocery
store, like Aldi, or Trader Joe’s, or a Sprouts? Our neighborhood needs to have business come in
that will serve the area in positive ways that will help to keep the neighborhood safer, not a way that
brings in risks more risk.
     Again, our neighborhood is not in a gas or convenience store desert. Help us to preserve the
neighborhood, not threaten it. How about a nice park. I have to go to Sea Isle Park to walk my dog
and myself on the walking trace. Occasionally, I use the dog park itself. I think this is how this area
would best serve our neighborhood.
   
     Gas station/convenience store, we don’t need it!

Thank you for your ear,
Charlotte Hoppers
Balmoral Home Owner.
    

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, may contain legally
privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient(s), or the
employee or agent responsible for delivery of this message to the intended recipient(s), you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail message is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify the
sender and delete this e-mail message from your computer.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melody Yacoubian
Penzes, Jeffrey
Planned development for Quince Close to Ridgeway
Tuesday, April 30, 2019 6:18:43 PM

I oppose the plan for the gas station/convenience store.
There is insufficient market demand and could force the CSGS at Yorkshire Square out of
business, hurting another important neighborhood shopping area;
will pose additional traffic risks and congestion, especially along Quince;
is inconsistent with Memphis 3.0 plans for Quince east and west of BSC to have a median,
street trees, and on-street parking;
will attract crime and loiterers;
Risks harm to the Ridgeway Sensitive Basin, a primary environmental concern for Memphis
could lower property values and create light and sound nuisances.
Thanks,
Melody Yacoubian
Balmoral Resident
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

TERESA S
Penzes, Jeffrey
Proposed Quince convenience store
Wednesday, May 01, 2019 9:26:39 AM

Mr Penzes,
We are residents in Balmoral. We live two streets south of Quince and Lynnfield. I’m sending this email as our
opposition to the proposed gas station/convenience store in the shopping center at the corner of Quince and
Ridgeway. We don’t need the additional traffic, crime, noise and inevitable decrease in property value, that a
business like this, will bring. I know the majority of our neighborhood residents feel the same.
Thank you,
Teresa and Cliff Sorrels
Sent from my iPhone

